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Existence Theorems for Lagrange Control Problems 
with Unbounded Time Domain 1 
R. F. BAUM 2 
Communicated by L. Cesari 
Abstract. Existence theorems are proved for usual Lagrange control 
systems, in which the time domain is unbounded. As usual in Lagrange 
problems, the cost functional is an improper integral, the state equation 
is a system of ordinary differential equations, with assigned boundary 
conditions, and constraints may be imposed on the values of the state 
and control variables. It is shown that the boundary conditions at infinity 
require a particular analysis. Problems of this form can be found in 
econometrics (e.g., infinite-horizon economic models) and operations 
research (e.g., search problems). 
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1. Introduction 
In the present  paper ,  we prove existence theorems for  usual Lagrange  
control  systems, in which the t ime domain  is unbounded .  For  example,  we 
discuss the existence of  pairs x (t) ( trajectory),  u(t) (control), x (t) absolutely 
cont inuous  with values in En, u(t) measurable  with values in Era, which 
minimize the cost  functional  
I[x, u] = fo(t, x(t), u(t)) dt 
1 
and satisfy the state equa t ion  
dx(t) /dt  =f(t, x(t), u(t)), tl <- t<oo, 
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with constraints 
( t ,x ( t ) )~ACE, ,  u(t)cU(t,x(t))CEm, tl<-t<oo 
and boundary conditions 
(tl, x(h), lim x(t)) ~ B CEI+2n. 
t ---} c t3  
Problems of this precise form can be found in econometrics (e.g., infinite- 
horizon economic models of the form of Examples 7.4 and 7.5) and in 
operations research (e.g., search problems, as in Examples 7.1 through 7.3). 
The methods used here are extensions of those used by Cesari (Refs. 
1-4), with the difference that the topology used is that of uniform con- 
vergence of the state functions on compact sets (compact open topology), as 
suggested by Cesari in Ref. 2, instead of the usual uniform topology (or 
p-metric). Boundary conditions at finite points can be framed in this 
approach, as usual. But, in this paper, we take into consideration also 
boundary conditions at infinity, as for instance 
x ( - c o ) = 0  or x(+oo) = 1, 
conditions which are particularly difficult to handle in the open compact 
topology. However, in the present paper, we discuss also conditions at 
infinity, and corresponding existence theorems are given. 
In Section 2, we formally present our control systems; and, in Section 3, 
we introduce some preliminary definitions. In Section 4, we state closure 
theorems for these systems, and in these theorems we stress only properties 
which are preserved in the passage to the limit in the compact open topology 
on the state variables. In Section 5, we introduce the concept of boundary 
conditions, together with suitable notations and conventions. Here, we take 
into consideration not only boundary conditions at finite times, but also 
boundary conditions at infinity. As mentioned, boundary conditions at 
infinity are, in general, not preserved in the compact open topology. 
Nevertheless, this occurs under hypotheses which will be stated in Section 5. 
With this understanding, a closed class 12 of admissible pairs is one for which 
the boundary conditions (at finite times or at infinity) are preserved in the 
compact open topology. In Section 6, we then prove existence theorems for 
optimal solutions in closed classes 12. Finally, in Section 7, we consider some 
applications of our results. 
Free problems of the calculus of variations on infinite intervals, which 
depend on first derivatives or on higher derivatives, can be written in the 
Lagrange form above. Cinquini (Refs. 5-6), Faedo (Refs. 7-9), and others 
have given existence theorems for free problems, but they have not consi- 
dered problems involving boundary conditions at infinity. We consider 
certain free problems in Section 7. 
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2. Description of the System 
We consider here control systems defined over a (possibly unbounded) 
time domain. Let  A, the constraint set, be a fixed closed subset of the 
tx-space El  x En, with t in E l ,  and x = (x 1 . . . . .  xn), the state variable, in En. 
For each (t, x) in A, let U(t, x), the control set, be a subset of the u-space Era, 
u = (u 1 . . . . .  u'~) the control variable. Let  
M = {(t, x, u) : (t, x) ~ A,  u c U(t, x)}, 
and let 
f(t, x, u) = (fl(t, x, u) . . . . .  f~(t, x, u)) 
be a continuous vector function from M into E~. Let  B, the boundary set, be 
a given closed subset of E2n+z. 
We shall say that a pair x(t), u(t), tl <- t <- t2 (where, if tl or t2 or both are 
infinite, we understand - 0 0 <  t<oo ,  q _< t<oo ,  etc.) is admissible for the 
system if x (t) (trajectory) and u (t) (control) satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) x(t) is absolutely continuous (AC) in every bounded interval of 
q <-t<-t2; 
(b) u(t) is measurable in tl -< t_< t2; 
(c) (t, x ( t ) ) ~ A  for every tl -< t -  < t2, 
(d) u(t)~ U(t, x(t)) a.e. in t~-< t -  < t2; 
(e) dx(t) /dt f ( t ,  x(t), u(t) a.e. in h <- t -< t2. 
For admissible pairs x, u, we take the cost functional I[x, u] to be the 
(possibly improper) integral 
i" I[x, u] = fo(t, x, u) dt, 1 
fo a continuous function from M into E~. 
We seek the absolute minimum of I[x, u] in a suitable class ~ of 
admissible pairs. If ~, ti has the property that 
1[;, a]<-I[x, u] 
for all x, u in ~ ,  then we say that ~, fi is an optimal pair, and we may say that fi 
is an optimal control and )~ is an optimal trajectory. 
3. Preliminaries 
We shall need certain properties of set functions throughout the 
following. Given any set F in a linear space E, we shall denote by cl F and 
co F the closure of F and the convex hull of F, respectively. 
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For every (to, Xo)~ A, and 6 >0 ,  let Nn(to, Xo) denote the closed 6- 
neighborhood of radius 6 in A, that is, the set of all (t, x) ~ A at a distance -<6 
from (to, Xo). 
Let F(t, x) be a variable set in Euclidean space E, a set function of (t, x) 
in A. We shall say that F is an upper semicontinuous function of (t, x) at the 
point (to, Xo) in A if, given e > 0 ,  there is a 6 = 6(to, Xo, E ) > 0  such that 
(t, x) ~ N~(to, Xo) implies 
F(t, x) C [F(to, Xo)]~, 
where [F]~ denotes the closed e-neighborhood of F in E. If F(t, x) is an 
upper semicontinuous function for all (t, x) ~ A, then we shall say that F(t, x) 
is an upper semicontinuous function in A. 
Again, let F(t, x), (t, x) in A, be a variable set in E. For every 6 > 0,let  
F(to, Xo; 6) = w F(t, x), 
where the union is taken for all (t, x) ~ N~ (to, Xo). We shall say that F(t, x) has 
property (U) at (to, Xo) in A if 
F(to, Xo) -- O cl F(to, Xo; 6). 
8>0 
We shall say that F(t, x) has property (Q) at (to, Xo) in A if 
F(to, Xo) = ( ]  cl co F(to, Xo; 6). 
8>0 
We shall say that F(t, x) has properties (U), (Q) in A if F(t, x) has properties 
(U), (Q) at every (t, x) in A, respectively. A set F(t, x) satisfying property (U) 
is necessarily closed, and a set satisfying property (Q) is necessarily closed 
and convex (see Ref. 1, Section 4). If the set F(t, x) is closed for each (t, x) in 
A and is an upper semicontinuous function in A, then F(t, x) has property 
(U) in A. If the set F(t, x) is closed and convex for every (t, x) in A and F(t, x) 
is an upper semicontinuous function in A, then F(t, x) has property (Q) in A 
(see Ref. !, Section 4). 
Let G C E1 have the form [a, oo), ( -  oo, b], or ( -  oo, oo), a, b finite. We 
shall say that 
i=1 
is a typical representation of G if each Gj is a finite closed interval of (3, and 
Gj C Gi+l, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  Clearly, there are infinitely many such representa- 
tions for G. 
Let 
X -- {or (t), a 1 -< t ~ a2 : a (t) a continuous n-vector function, 
t ~ El,  cq, ~2 finite}. 
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Let  a (t), a~ -< t -< if2, fl (l),  /31 ~- t--</32, be any two elements of X. We define 
the distance p(a, /3)  by first extending o~(t) and/3(t) outside their intervals of 
definition by constancy and continuity in ( -  co, ao), and then let 
max la(t)-/3(t)l .  
--oO<S t <OO 
It is known that X, under p, is a complete metric space, and that Ascoli's 
theorem holds, that is, if x,  is a sequence of equicontinuous vector functions 
of X, whose graphs in the tx-space are equibounded, then there exists a 
subsequence of xn which converges in the p-metric to an element x of X. 
4. Closure Theorems 
We shall first discuss a closure theorem for a half-infinite domain of the 
form [tl, oo), tl finite. We shall then discuss domains of the form ( -  ~ ,  t2) and 
( -  co, oo). We shall continue to use the same notations as Sections 2 and 3. 
In order to include the behavior of the cost function ]Co directly into our 
system, we shall here augment the control system described in Section 2. 
Specifically, we let 
X ~ - ( X  1 . . . . .  X n)=(y,  Z ) ,  
where 
y = ( x  . . . .  z = ( x  '+1 . . . . .  x " ) .  
We may think of the y-vector  as corresponding to the state vector x of 
Section 2, and of the z-vector  as corresponding to the behaviour of the cost 
functional, with n = s + 1. Accordingly, we assume that the state function 
f(t, y, u) depends only o n  X 1, . . .  , X" and, for a given trajectory x(t) = (y(t), 
z(t)), the vector y(t) possesses a derivative a.e. We impose a different set of 
assumptions on z, the remaining n - s  components of x. 
Theorem 4.1. Closure Theorem. Let Ao be a closed subset of the 
ty-space E1 x Es, so that A = A0 × E,_s is a closed subset of the tx-space 
E1 × E,.  Let  U(t, y) denote a closed subset of E,n for every (t, y) e A0, let 
Mo ={(t, y, u ) :  (t, y) 6 Ao, u e  U(t, y)}CE~+s+m, 
and let 
f(t, y, u)= (fa(t, y, u) . . . . .  f ,(t ,  y, u)) 
be a continuous vector function from Mo into E, .  Let  
Q(t, y )=f ( t ,  y, U(t, y)) 
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be a closed convex subset of E ,  for every (t, y) ~ Ao. Assume that U(t, y) has 
property (U) in Ao and that Q(t, y) has property (Q) in Ao. Let the interval 
( -oo,  oo) have a typical representation wGj, Gj C Gj+I, with 
GI = [ g l #  g2j] and [g2~ - glj[--- dr < oo. 
Let Xk(t), tlk<--t<--t2k, tlk finite and bounded, t2k finite or infinite, k = 
1, 2 . . . . .  be a sequence of trajectories, Xk(t) = (yk(t), Zk(t)), t2k--> O0 as k--> 
oo, t2k possibly infinite. Then, there is an integer q so that tl, txk ~ Gq. We 
assume that, within any of the intervals Gj, ] - q, the s-vector function yk(t) 
converges in the t9 metric (relative to Gj-) 
P(Yk, Y) = Ih - t~k[ +max ]yk(t)- y(t)l, 
t ~ G  i 
toward a vector function h(t), t~ -< t < 00, tl finite, which is AC on bounded 
intervals, and where Yk, Y are extended in Gj, if necessary, by constancy and 
continuity, and k is taken sufficiently large so that t2k >-- g2j. For this same 
sequence Xk(t), let uS also assume that the (n - s ) -vec to r  function zk(t) 
converges pointwise a.e. in t~-< t < oo toward a vector function z(t)  which 
admits a decomposition 
z(t) = Z( t )  + S(t), 
where Z(t )  is an AC function for t~-< t < oo and S'( t )= 0 a.e. in ta-< t < co, 
that is, S(t) is a singular function. Then, the vector function 
X(t )  = [y(t), Z(t)], t I ~ t < 00, 
is an admissible trajectory. 
ProoL By assumption, tl is finite. Also, the vector functions 
6 ( t ) = X ' ( t ) = ( y ' ( t ) , Z ' ( t ) ) ,  h<_t<oo,  
6k(t) = X'k(t) = (y~(t), Z'k(t)) =f( t ,  yk(t), Uk(t)) , tl <-- t <  00, 
k=  1 , 2 , . . . ,  
exist a.e. and are L-integrable over bounded time intervals. Moreover, since 
Yk (t) --~ y (t) as k -~ oo, and since Ao is closed, it follows that (t, y (t)) e Ao for 
all t in [h, oo), and hence 
(t, y(t), Z(t))  ~ Ao × E, -s ,  
o r  
(t, X( t ) )  ~ A,  tl <- t < oo. 
It remains to show that there is a measurable control u(t), tl ~ t < ~ ,  
such that 
~b(t) = X ' ( t ) =  (y'(t), Z ' ( t ) )= f ( t ,  y(t), u(t)), u(t) ~ U(t, y(t)), (1) 
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a.e. in [q,  o0). This is done by using the same local argument as used for the 
bounded time-domain case. More precisely, for a.a. t, X ' ( t )  = [y'(t), Z'(t)]  
exists and is finite, S'( t)  exists and is zero, and Zk(t)--> z(t) .  Let to be such a 
point with tl < to < co. By construction, for any o- > 0, there is an integer r > 0 
so that [ to-O,  t o + o - ] C @  for j>-r  and, for some ko and all k>-ko,  also 
tag < t o - g <  t0+o-<  t2k. NOW, yk(t) converges to y(t) in the p metric in Gj 
for j>-q. Hence, yk(t)-->y(t) uniformly in [ t o - o , t o + o ] C @  for k>-ko,  
j -> max(r, q). By restricting our attention to the interval [ t o -  tr, to + tr], one 
may show, in the same way as done for the bounded domain case (see Ref, 1, 
Section 5), that ~b(to) e Q(to, yo), where Yo = y(to). That is, there are points 
ft = ~(to) ~ U(to, Yo) such that 
4,(to) = f(to,  y(to), a(to)). (2) 
Since to was chosen arbitrarily, relation (2) holds a.e. in [tl, 00). Hence, there 
exists at least one function a(t),  defined a.e. in [fi, ~) ,  for which relation (1) 
holds a.e. By the implicit function theorem of McShane and Warfield (Ref. 
10), it follows that there is at least one measurable function u(t),  for which 
relation (1) holds a.e. in [q, co). The closure theorem is thereby proved. 
Corollary 4.1. The above closure theorem remains valid if tag --> t~ = 
- 0 o  and tZk converges to a finite value t2, or if both ttk --> fi = -o0 ,  t2k --> t2 = 
(the theorem also remains valid if both t~ and t2 are finite). 
Proof.  If ta = - o0, then the proof of the closure theorem is the same as 
that given, except with G, tlk interchanged with t2, tzk. If t~ = - m ,  tz = o0, the 
proof again holds with minor changes. In particular, given any G i, con- 
vergence in the p-metric is then replaced by uniform convergence for k 
sufficiently large. For q, t2 finite, the hypotheses of the closure theorem 
imply that the assumptions of the corresponding closure theorem for 
bounded domains are in effect (see Ref. 1, Section 5). The corollary is 
thereby proved. 
5. Closed  Classes of  A d m i s s i b l e  Pairs 
The definition of admissible pairs was given in Section 2. A class ~ of 
admissible pairs will be called closed if, given any sequence xk(t),  uk(t), 
tlk <-- t <- t2k, k = I, 2 . . . . .  ( tlk or t2k possibly infinite), of pairs from [l  which 
converge in the compact open topology (in the sense described in the closure 
theorem) toward a function x(t) ,  q <- t<_ t2, which is a trajectory generated 
by some admissible control u(t), then (x(t) ,  u ( t ) ) ~ O .  We will need this 
property in the next section, when we discuss the existence of optimal pairs. 
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For the systems of Section 2, closed classes 1) are often defined in terms 
of boundary conditions. If the domain of the control system is bounded, then 
the boundary conditions for an admissible class 12 may be written as 
(tl ,  X(tl),  t2, x ( t2 ) )  E B, (3) 
where B is a fixed subset of E2n+2. If we assume that B is closed, then the 
class f~ of all admissible pairs satisfying boundary conditions (3) is automati- 
cally closed. The notation of (3) can be extended to boundary conditions 
over an infinite time domain. In particular, 
(a) if q = -00,  t2 finite, then we ask that 
or  
(X(tl),  t2, X(t2)) E B ' C  E2.+1 
(tl ,  X(tl) ,  t 2 x(t2))eB = {-00} x B '  C E2.+2, 
where X(tl) , for tl = -00,  denotes lim,_~_~o x(t) = x ( -00 ) ;  
(b) if t2 = 00, fi finite, then we ask that 
(t l ,  X(tl) , x(t2) ) e B ' C E 2 n + I  
or  
o r  
(c) 
(q, x(h) ,  t2, x(t2)) 6 B = B ' ×  {00} C Ez.+2 ; 
if tl = -00,  t2 = 00, then we ask 
(x(q),  x (t2)) 6 B ' C  E2,  
( tb x (tl), tz, x (t2)) 6 B = { - 00} x B'  x {00} C E2.  + 2. 
Hence,  with these conventions, we may still write for all cases that 
(tl, X(tl), t2, x(t2)) ~ B CE2.+2, that is, (3). 
As mentioned, if the domain of a control system is bounded, then it is 
fairly easy to show that ~ is closed in many cases. However,  for unbounded 
domains, verification of the boundary conditions is a harder task; in general, 
we must show that the boundary conditions satisfy property (P): if x(t),  
t 1 <-- t ~ t2, Xk.(t), t l k  ~-- t ~ t2k , are trajectories for the control system, with Xk 
converging to x in the compact open topology, if Xk satisfies the boundary 
conditions (3), and if I[Xk, Uk] <-- F, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  for some constant F, then x 
also satisfies boundary conditions (3). 
Let  us now consider conditions which guarantee that property (P) 
holds. These conditions, however, may be more restrictive than needed; in 
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Section 7, we consider some examples where these conditions may be 
relaxed. 
Theorem 5.1. Given a control system as described above, let us 
further assume that 
(i) fo(t, x, u) >- - O(t) for all (t, x, u) ~ M, where if(t) >- 0 is L-integrable 
for t~ V = { t  : ( t , x ) ~ A  for some x eE , } ;  
(ii) for any given 0 < e < 1, there is a i = i(e) > 0 so that 
If(t, x, u) I - e[fo(t, x, u) + ~b(t)] (4) 
for all (t,x, u)~ M with t -  7. 
Then, the control system satisfies property (P). 
Proof. Let  Xk(t), tlk <- t<_ t2 k ( t lk  ' t2 k finite or infinite), converge to 
x(t), h <- t - - t  2 ( t l ,  t 2 finite or infinite), in the compact open topology, with 
filkfo(t, xk (t), Uk (t)) dt[ <-F, 
K = 1, 2 . . . . .  For  convenience, we assume that t~ = - ~ ,  t2 = oo (that is, 
t~k --> - o0, t2 k --~ O0 as k -> o0); the case for  q or t2 finite may easily be handled 
in the usual way. The boundary conditions (3) for x(t), - c o  < t < o0, thus, 
become 
( lim x(t), lim x ( t ) ) e B ' C E 2 , ,  
t--~--oo t-->oo 
B' closed. Given e > 0, let to, th be chosen so that ta < - t  and tb > t. Choose 
ko=ko(t~, tb), SO that tlk'(ta(--l~[<Stb~t2k for k>ko .  Then, for any 
t ' =  t'(e) and t 2 = t2(e) with to < t ' <  - t ,  i <  t2< tb, 
I(x~(f), x~( t~)) - (x~( t~) ,  x~(t~))l <- ( f )  d t +  _ ( f )  dt  
lk 
I --[ ~ t2k 
-<e ( fo+ ~b) dt+e  ( fo+ ~b) dt 
I l k  d/~ 
I t2k 
--<e (fo + ~b) dt 
tlk 
<--e fod t+E ~bdt<-e(F+L)=e ' 
I l k  (3O 
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for k > ko, where 
f ;  ~b( t )d t=L<oo.  
o o  
Since (Xk(tlk), Xk(t2k))E B'  for all k, we may conclude that 
(Xk(t'), Xk(t2)) e [B'],, (5) 
for all t', t z with t~ < t' < - [  < i < t 2 < tb, for k > k0, where [B']~ denotes the 
closed S-neighborhood of B'. By taking k ~ o0, we thus have (x(t'), x(t2))e 
[B'],, for all t', t 2 with t, < t ' < - [ < i <  t2< tb. Moreover, relation (5) will 
hold for any t,, tb, with t~ < - [, t b > [, and k >- ko(t~, tb), ko(t~, tb) suitably 
chosen. Hence, (x (t'), x (t2)) e [B'],, for all t', t 2, with - oo < t' < - i < t < t 2 < 
oo. Since e, and thus e', was chosen arbitrarily small, and since B'  is closed, it 
follows that 
( lim x(t), lim x( t ) )~ B'.  
t - - )  - - c O  t - ~ a O  
Theorem 5.1 is thereby proved. 
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.1. 
Corollary 5.1. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 be in force, with the 
exception that condition (ii) is replaced with the following condition: 
(iii) there is a function O(t) >- 0 for t e V, with O(t) ~ 0 as t ~ oo, so that 
If(t, x, u)l--< O(t)[ fot , x, u) +t~(t)] (6) 
for all (t, x, u) c M. 
Then, the control system again satisfies property (P). 
Theorem 5.2. Given a control system as described in the beginning of 
this section, if there is an L-integrable function F(t)->0, t ~ V =  
{t : (t, x) c A for some x ~ En}, such that 
If(t, x, u) I -< r(t)  (7) 
for all (t, x, u) in M, then the control system satisfies property (P). 
The proof of this theorem is very similar to that of Theorem 5.1, with ta, 
tb now chosen so that, for a given e > 0, 
I " F(t) dt<-e, F(t) dt<-e. b 
Corollary 5.2. Given a control system as described in the beginning of 
this section, if there are L-integrable functions O( t) >- O, ¢b( t) >- O, t e V, and a 
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constant C-> 0, so that 
Ifo(t,x,u)l<-o(t), If(t,x,u)l<-Clfo(t,x,u)l+ck(t), 
for all (t, x, u) ~ M, then the control system satisfies property (P). 
The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.2 with 
F(t) = CO(t) + 49( t). 
(8) 
6. Existence Theorems 
Let us now consider existence theorems for the control systems 
described in Section 2. 
Theorem 6.1. Existence Theorem. Let A be a closed subset of the 
tx-space E1 x E,,  with the property that, if G is a closed finite interval, then 
Ao = (G x En) c~ A is compact. For every (t, x) ~ A, let U(t, x) be a closed 
subset of the u-space E,,. Let 
f(t, x, u) = (fo(t, x, u), fl(t, x, y) . . . . .  f , ( t ,  x, u)) = (fo(t, x, u), f(t, x, u)) 
be a continuous vector function on the set 
m = { ( t , x ,  u) : ( t , x ) e A ,  u e  U(t ,x)}.  
Assume that, for every (t, x) c A, the set 
()(t, x )={z  °, z) : z°>-fo(t, x, u), z = f(t,  x, u), u ~ U(t, x)} C E I + ,  
is convex and closed. Assume that U(t, x) satisfies property (U) in A and 
()(t, x) satisfies property (Q) in A. Let Ea have a typical representation 
w G/, G~ C Gi+l, with 
G~ = [gl# g2i] a n d  ] g l j  - -  g2i[ <- dj < oo. 
Let us assume that the following growth condition (7) holds: 
(~/) given any e > 0 and any @, there is a function ~ (t) -> 0 (which may 
depend on e and G/) which is L-integrable for t e Gj-, such that 
If(t, x, u)l<_ ov~(t)+4o(t, x, u) 
for all (t, x, u )c  M with t e  @ (see also Corollary 6.1). 
Let us also assume that 
[o(t, x, u) >- 44t) 
for all (t, x, u) ~ M, where 4,(t) -> 0 is a given L-integrable function on 
V = { t  : (t, x ) e A  for some x eE,} .  
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Then, the cost functional I[x, u] has an absolute minimum in any 
nonempty closed class l~ of admissible pairs. The criteria for the closedness 
of classes f~ can be replaced by property (P); see Corollary 6.2. [ ]  
We shall prove this theorem under the assumption that the domain of 
the control system is - c o  < t < co. This is the most interesting and most 
difficult case, since bounded domains may be treated as in Refs. 1 or 4. 
Remark 6.1. From the hypotheses, it may be shown that 
i = inf I[x, u] 
is finite (this shall be done below). Hence, we may consider a minimizing 
sequence Xk(t), Uk(t), tlk <- t <-- t2k (tlk and t2k finite or infinite), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
such that I[xk, Uk]~i as k ~ co. From this point, the argument differs from 
the usual one for bounded domains, as presented by Cesari in Refs. 1 or 4, 
only if t~ k -~ - -  00 or t2k "--> 0(3 or both. The argument for txk -> -- CO is somewhat 
different from the argument for tk ~ CO. Moreover,  if one of these limits is 
finite, this endpoint  can be treated by easily modifying the argument for 
t~k -> -o0 ,  t2 k - 9 ,  00, along the lines of Ref. 1, Section 7 (using the p-metric). 
Hence,  we shall assume that tlk -> - -O0  and t2k ~ CO as k -~ co. Consequently, 
for any Gj, k may then be chosen sufficiently large so that [hk, t2k] D G# 
Hence,  we may assume that the convergence of Xk in Gi is uniform, and thus, 
we essentially lose nothing if we assume that the domain of the control 
system is - c o  < t < co. For these reasons, we shall prove the existence 
theorem for the fixed unbounded domain - c o  < t < co (again, the other 
cases may be obtained by modifying the following proof along the lines of 
Ref. 1 or Ref. 4). 
Proo|. 
is L-integrable in - co < t < co. Let  
~(t) d t=  L( t )  and O(t) d t=  L. 
cx~ ~ 
Then, for every pair x(t), u(t), - c o <  t<oo, of ~ ,  we have 
I? I? I[x, u ] =  fod t  >- - O(t) dt >- - L >  -co.  oo  oo  
Let  
By hypothesis, [o(t, x, u) >- ~(t) for all (t, x, u) ~ M, where 0(t)  
i=  inf I[X, u]. 
( x ,  u ) e ~  
(9) 
Then, by (9) and ~ ~ th, i is finite. 
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Let  xk(t), Uk(t), --0(3 < t < 00, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  be a sequence of admissible 
pairs in II, such that I[Xk, Uk ] ~ i as k ~ oo. We may assume, for  convenience, 
i<-I[xk, Uk] = fo(t, xk(t), U k ( t ) ) d t < i + k - l < - i + l ,  (10) 
of)  
k = 1, 2 . . . . .  Let  E1 have a typical representation tj  G~ as described in the 
hypotheses. By assumption, 
A ~ , = ( G ~ x E , ) c ~ A  
is compact for any ]. Hence,  for any j, the sequence [Xk(t)], t eGj ,  is 
equibonded. We now show, as in Ref. 4, that, for any given j, the AC vector 
functions Xk(t), t ~ G~, are equiabsolutely continuous. Let  us fix ]. Let  e > 0 
be given, and set 
o-=2-1 ( i+ l+L) - l e ,  0 < o - < o o .  
Since ~ ( t )  is L-integrable on Gj, there exists an rt > 0 such that 
IE dPi~(t) dt <- ~/2 
for every measurable subset E of Gj with meas E < ~. Hence, for any such 
set E, we have 
f~ (x'k(t)) dt= IE (f(t, xk(t), Uk(t)) dt < -- f~ [dPi~(t) +O'fo(t, xk(t), Uk(t))] dt 
<_ O~j~dt+~ [ fo+  ~] dt <- ~j~dt+(r  [ fo+ ~0] dt 
<- E/2 + ~(i + 1 + L) = e/2 + el2 = e, 
k = 1, 2 . . . . .  Hence,  the functions Xk(t), t e  Gj, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  are equi- 
absolutely continuous. Since j was chosen arbitrarily, this property holds 
for all Gj. 
Let  us now consider the sequence of AC scalar functions x°k(t) defined 
by 
I; x°(t) = fo(s, Xk(S), Uk(S), Uk(S)) ds, - o 0 <  t<oo, oO 
with 
lim XOk(t) = I[Xk, Uk]--> i as k->oo, 
t -~oO 
i = lim x°k(t)<i+k-~<--i+l.  
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Le t  
and  let 
u~ (t) = fo(t, xk (t), uk (t)), - co < t < co, 
u - ( t )  = - tp(t), u~(t)=uk(t)+@(t), - c o <  t < c o .  
Then ,  
u-(t)<-O, u~(t)>-O 
Le t  us define 
f2 y - ( t )  = u - ( s )  ds = - L(t), oO 
a.e. in - c o <  t < c o .  
y~(t)  = + ds, u (s) 
O0 
- c o < t < c o ,  k = l , 2  . . . . .  
T h e  funct ion y-(t) does  not  d e p e n d  on k, and the funct ions y~(t) are 
nonnegat ive ,  nondecreas ing ,  and uni formly  bounded ,  since 
0 -< lim y ~(t) = lim [(y~-(t) + y-(t)) - y - ( t ) ]  
= lim [ x ~ ( t ) -  y - ( t ) ] -  < i + 1 + L  < c o .  
1 --->O0 
Given  any Gj, we m a y  extract ,  by  Ascol i ' s  t heo rem,  a sequence  for  which 
Xg(t), t e Gj, converges  un i formly  toward  a vec tor  funct ion x(t) which is AC,  
since the  funct ions Xk(t) are AC.  Since ( - c o ,  co) is a countab le  union of the 
G i, it fol lows tha t  a subsequence  m a y  be  ob ta ined  by  the d iagonal  process  so 
that ,  for  any  fixed Gj, xk(t), t ~ G~, converges  un i formly  toward  x(t) ,  t ~ G i, 
with x(t) AC,  - c o < t < c o .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  we m a y  now apply  He l ly ' s  
t h e o r e m  to  the  sequence  y~(t)  to ob ta in  a sequence  y~(t)  which converges  
Y~ (t), - co < t < co, which is nonnega -  for  eve ry  - co < t < co to a funct ion + 
tive, nondecreas ing ,  but  not  necessari ly  cont inuous ,  with 
0<<_ Yo(t )<_L+i+l ,  - c o <  t < c o .  
Since Y~(t) is nondecreas ing  and  bounded ,  lim,_,oo Y-~o(t) exists. 
W e  can now d e c o m p o s e  Yo(t) uniquely  into 
Y~(t) = Y+(t)+Z(t), - c o <  t<oo, 
where  bo th  Y+(t), Z(t) are  nonnegat ive ,  nondecreas ing ,  where  Y÷(t) is A C  
with 
lim Y+(t) = 0 
t-o" - - c O  
and Z'(t) = 0 a.e. in - co < t < co. Le t  us set  
Y(t) = y-(t) + Y+(t). 
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Then,  x ° (t), - oo < t < oo, converges  for  all t toward  Y( t )  + Z( t ) ,  where  Y(t )  
is a scalar A C  funct ion,  - L <- Y ( t )  - L + i + 1. By construct ion,  
lim Y( t )  = lim y- ( t )  + lira Y+(t)  = O. 
t --~ - - o 0  t--~ - - o 0  t --~ - - o 0  
Moreover ,  since 
lim y- ( t )  = - L 
t - -~CO 
and lim,.~o Y+(t)  exist, so does lim,_.~ Y(t) .  We now show that  
lira Y( t )  <- i. 
t ---~OO 
For  the subsequence  [k]  we extracted last, we have 
l i m x ° ( t ) < i + k  -1 , x ° ( t )=y - ( t )+y~£( t ) ,  - o o <  t <oo .  
t ---~ o o  
L e t / < t l < t 2 <  • • • <tin < t i n + l <  • • • ,  where  
lim tm= ec. 
t ---~ o o  
Then,  since y~-(t) is nondecreasing,  
-t- - + 
yk(t)<--yk(tm), r e = l , 2  . . . .  , 
and 
y- ( i )  + y2(i) -< y - ( i )  + y ~-(tm) -< y-(tin) + y 2(t,,) + ly-(i)  - y- ( t , , )  I _< xk(t, ,)  
= i "" qJ(s) ds, 
for  m = 1, 2 . . . . .  Hence ,  
y - ( i )  + y~-(f)< i + k - l +  O(s) ds = i + k - J  + [ L - L ( i ) ] .  
Thus,  as k ~ e o  (along the extracted sequence,  we have 
y - (D  -< i + [L  - L (/)], 
o r  
y- ( i )  + Y+(f)  + Z ( f )  < i + [L - L (i)], 
where  Z( f )  >- O. Thus,  
Y(D = Y-(i) + y +(i) -< i + [L  - L (i)]. 
As  i ~  co, we thus obta in  relat ion (11). 
(11) 
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In order  to apply the closure theorem, we shall consider the following 
auxiliary problem. Let  
a = ( u  °, u ) = ( u  °, u 1 . . . . .  urn), 
let 
let 
O(t,  x ) = { a  = u °, u) " u°>-fo(t,  x, u),  u e U( t , x ) } ,  
= (x °, x) = (x °, x 1 . . . . .  xn),  
let 
] = i (t, x, u /=  (io(t, x, u), f(t, x, u)) 
= ()~o(t, x, u) , fx ( t , x ,  u) . . . . .  [n(t,x, u)), 
with )to = u °. Thus, )~ depends only on t, x, 6 (instead of t, ~, fi), and 0 
depends only on t, x (instead of t, ~). The  differential system is given by 
d~/d t  = ~ (t, x, u), 
or  
d x ° / d t  = u°(t), dx i /d t  = fi(t, x, u), 
a.e. in - oo < t < oo, with constraints 
•(t) e O(t ,  x( t ) ) ,  
or 
i = 1 , . . . , n ,  
u°(t) >--fo(t, x(t),  u(t)), u(t) e (t, x(t)), 
a . e .  in - o o <  t<oo ,  with 
lim x°(t) = O, 
t ---> - - 0 0  
and (x, u) e 1). We may now apply the closure theorem with ~ replacing x, x 
replacing y, x ° replacing z, n + 1 replacing n, n replacing s, and (n + 1) - n = 
1 replacing n - s .  In addition, the set 
O(t, x) = ] (t, x, U(t, x)) ={t  = (t °, z) : z ° = u ° -  (fo(t, x, u), z =f( t ,  x, u)} 
replaces Q(t, x), and 0 replaces U. For this new auxiliary problem, the cost 
functional is 
;? I? JI ~, fil = fo dt = u°(t) dt = lim x°( t). o o  oO t ' -~°O 
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Let  us now consider the sequence of trajectories 
~ ( t )  = [x~(t), Xk(t)] 
and the sequence of corresponding control functions 
ak(t) = [u°(t), uk(t)] 
obtained above, but now relative to the new auxiliary problem. Since 
u°(t) = fo(t, xk(t), Uu(t)), Uk(t) E U(t, x), 
we have 
If we set 
~k(t)~ U(t, Xk(t)), - -00< t <00. 
x°(t) = Y(t)  + z ( t ) ,  
we have shown that, given any Gj, the sequence [xk(t)], t~  G~, converges 
uniformly to the AC function x(t), while x°(t)->x°(t) as k-~oo for all 
- oo < t < oo, where Y(t)  is AC in - oo < t < oo and Z'(t)  = 0 a.e. in - oo < t < 
00. 
By the closure theorem, we can thus conclude that X(t)  = [ Y(t), x(t)] is 
a trajectory for the problem. That  is, there is a measurable control function 
~(t), - o o <  t<oo ,  ~(t) = (u°(t), u(t)), with 
d Y / d t  = u°(t) >-fo(t, x(t), u(t)), u(t) ~ U(t, x(t)), (12-1) 
dx/  dt = f(t, x(t), u( t)), (12-2) 
a.e. in - e o <  t<oo ;  and, by relation (11), 
i -> lim Y(t) = J[~, (~] --- u°(t) dt. (13) 
t .-~ o o  ~ 
Moreover,  [x(t), u(t)], - o o  < t < oo, is admissible for the original problem, 
and hence is in ll ,  since ~ is closed by hypothesis. Thus, relations (12) and 
(13) yield 
i < - I[x, y] = fo(t, x(t), u(t)) dt <- u°(t) dt <-i, 
and h e n c e / [ x ,  u] = i, that is, i is attained in ~ .  The existence theorem is 
thereby proved for the fixed domain - oo < t < ool As noted before, the other  
domains may be handled by modifying this proof along the lines of Ref. 1 or 
Ref. 4. 
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Remark 6.2. In the existence theorem, the set ()(t, x) can be shown to 
have property (Q) in A if fo and f satisfy a growth condition slightly stronger 
than (~/), namely the following: 
Given E > 0, there exists an N-> 0 such that, for every (t, x, u) ~ M, with 
l ul >- N, we have 
lf(t,x,u)l<-efo(t,X,U), l<--efo(t,x,u). 
See Ref. 3. 
The hypotheses of the existence theorem may be modified in certain 
ways, as is shown in the following corollary. 
Corollary 6.1. If, for any given finite interval G, Ao is only closed and 
not necessarily compact, but, if, in addition, we know that (a) 
xaf, + "'" +x. f .  -F[ (x )2+  1] 
for all (t, x, u ) c M  with (t, x ) ~ A c ,  and some constant F->0 (which may 
depend on G), and (b) each trajectory in ~ goes through at least one point 
(t*, x(t*)) on a given compact subset P of A, then the existence theorem still 
holds. Moreover, condition (a) can be replaced by the hypothesis: (a') for 
(t,x, u ) e M ,  and ( t , x )~Ao ,  there are constants K > 0 ,  H->0 (possibly 
depending on G) such that 
fo(t, x, u) >- K[ f(t, x, u)t for Ix[ > H. 
The growth condition (~/) will hold if the following (stronger) growth 
condition (3,') holds: 
(~/) for every compact subset Ao of A, there is a continuous scalar 
function qbo(Z), 0-< z < co, such that apo(Z)/Z -> co as z --> co, and there are two 
constants Co, Do--- 0, so that fo -> ¢o(]U D, If] -< Co + Do] u] for all (t, x, u) e M 
with (t, x) e Ao (and where 4Po, Co, Do may depend on Ao). 
In addition, it can then be shown that the set O(t, x), assumed to be 
convex, automatically satisfies property (Q). [] 
The proof of this corollary is the same as that of the existence theorem, 
with the modifications described in Ref. 1, Section 7, and Ref. 4. 
As noted in the existence theorem, the closedness of classes ~ may be 
replaced by property (P), as seen in the following corollary. 
Corollary 6.2. Let the assumptions of the existence theorem be in 
force, except let f~ be the class of all admissible pairs for this system (with fl 
not assumed dosed). If relations (4), (6), (7), or (8) hold, then l~ satisfies 
property (P), so that the existence theorem remains in effect for this system. 
Moreover, if either (7) or (8) hold, then growth condition (~/) is automatically 
satisfied. 
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Proof. In the proof of the existence theorem, we used the closedness 
of i~ to conclude that x, the limit of the minimizing sequence [Xk], was in 12. 
However, since [Xk] is a minimizing sequence, we have that I[xk, uk] is 
bounded for all k [see relation (10)]; hence, by the theorems and corollaries 
of Section 5, property (P) holds, and thus x 612. Moreover, if (7) holds, then 
condition (y) is satisfied with 
q~, (t) = F(t) + eq~(t), 
since then 
~i, +efo = r +  +fo)-> r ->  tfl .  
Similarly, for (8), with 
r(t) = CO(t) + d~( t). 
Corollary 6.2 is thereby proved. 
As remarked before, in Section 5, the hypotheses of Corollary 6.2 may 
be more restrictive than needed; in general, it may be better to treat different 
boundary conditions separately. In the next section, we shall illustrate some 
of these differences. 
7. Examples 
Example 7.1. Search Problem, Ref. 11. 
t~ <- t <- ~ ,  u(t) measurable, so as to minimize 
subject to 
We wish to determine u(t), 
f oo p(t) exp [ -  u(t)] dt, 
1 
I°°u(t) dt<_C, O<_u(t)<_l(t), 
1 
u ~ E~, q <- t < oo. Here, p(t) is a continuous probability density, that is, p(t) 
is a real-valued nonnegative continuous function with 
i oo p ( t )  = 1 ,  dt 1 
C > 0 is a given constant, and l(t) is a real-valued nonnegative continuous 
function, which is L-integrable on any bounded interval of tl --< t < co. 
Let us rewrite this problem by introducing an auxiliary variable x e El 
by setting 
dx/dt = u, X(tl) = O, 
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so that 
I ~ u ( t )  = x ( t ) .  dt lim 1 t - - ~ o o  
Note that, for t -  > tx, Ix(t)] <-L(t) ,  where 
i' g ( t )  = f ( t )  clt < oo, ! 
so that, without loss of generality, we may require that 
(t, x ) ~  {t, x) : t >- tl, O<- x <- L(t)}. 
With these new notations, we can rewrite the above problem as: determine 
u(t),  tl <- t < oo, u(t)  measurable, so as to minimize 
!f o p(t)  e x p [ -  u(t)] dt, I 
with state equation 
d x / d t  = u 
a.e. in tl -< t < oo, constraints 
(t, x ) ~ A  ={(t, x) : t>-tl ,  O<-x<-L(t)} ,  
u(t)  ~ U(t)  ={u : 0 -  < u -</(t)}, 
and boundary conditions 
x(tx) = 0, lim x( t )  <-- C. 
t ~ O 0  
Let  us now show that this problem satisfies the hypotheses of the 
existence theorem, and hence has a solution. The constraint set A is closed; 
and, since L (t) is finite for each t, A~  is compact for any closed, finite integral 
G of tl --< t < oo. Since l(t) is continuous, the control set U(t)  is closed and 
upper semicontinuous in tl-< t < oo, and hence satisfies property (U) (see 
Section 3). The set 
t)(t, x) = 0 ( t )  ={(z °, z) : z°>-p( t )  exp( -u ) ,  z = u, 0 -  < u -</(t)} 
= {(z °, z )  : z ° >- p(t)  exp( -z ) ,  0 -< z -< l(t)} 
is closed and convex for each t, since p(t)  e x p ( - z )  is a convex function of z. 
From the continuity of p(t)  and l(t), it can also be shown that t)( t)  is an upper 
semicontinuous function of t in tl -< t < oo. Hence, t~(t) has property (Q) in 
t~ - t < oo (see Section 3). 
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By the hypotheses on /(t), growth condition (3') is satisfied, and [o = 
p(t) e x p ( -  u) - 0 for all t and u. In addition, the class ~ of all admissible 
pairs has property (P) and thus is closed. Note that each of the relations (4), 
(6), (7), (8) fails to hold. For, if Xk, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  is a sequence of admissible 
trajectories converging in the compact open topology, then 
hence, since 
limxk(t)<-C, k = l , 2 , . . . ;  
t ---> O0 
dxk/ dt = u >- 0 
for all k, we have that xk (t) -< C, tl -< t < co, and thus x (t) -< C, tl - t < co; in 
particular, 
lira x(t) <- C. 
t -->OO 
Since Xk(q)= 0 for all k, we also have x(q)= 0. Thus, x(t) satisfies all the 
boundary conditions, so that property (P) holds. Finally, u ( t ) -  O, x ( t ) -  O, 
tl-<: t < co, is an admissible pair, and thus l l  is nonempty. Hence, all the 
hypotheses of the existence theorem are satisfied, and thus an optimal 
solution exists for this problem. In the next example, we consider an 
extension of this problem. 
Example 7.2. Search Problem, Ref. 12. 
tl <- t < co, u(t) measurable, so as to minimize 
subject to 
We wish to determine u (t), 
I ~  fo(t, u(t)) dt, 
1 
i ~ f ( t ,  u( t ) )  C, dt<_ 1 
with C >  0 a given constant, and u(t) ~ U(t) < El, U(t) closed and satisfying 
property (U) in tl <- t < co, fo, f continuous, real-valued functions for 
(t, u ) e  W={(t ,  u) :  q<-t<co, u(t)e U(t)}, 
and fo(t, u)>- -qJ(t) for all (t, u)~ W, where ~0(t)- 0 is L-integrable for 
q - t < co. As in Example 7.1, we introduce the auxiliary variable x e E1 by 
setting 
dx/dt = f(t, u), x(q) = O, 
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so that 
I ~ f ( t ,  u)  = x( t ) .  dt lim 1 t"~O0 
We can now write the control problem as follows: determine u(t), tl <- t < oo, 
u(t) measurable, so as to minimize 
I ~ fo ( t ,  u(t))  dr, 1 
with state equation 
dx /d t  = f(t, u) 
a.e. in tx -< t < oo, constraints u (t) c U(t), and boundary conditions x(tl) = O, 
lim,_~o x(t) <- C. 
In order to apply the existence theorem, we assume that 
(~(t, x ) =  (~(t)= {~ = (z °, z) : z  ° >--fo(t, u), z = f(t, u), u e U(t)} 
is a convex subset of E> This is the case if, as in Example 7~1, f is linear in u 
and fo is convex in u for each fixed t. We also assume that Q(t)  has property 
(Q). This can be shown to occur in a number of instances, as in Example 7.1 
(see Sections 3 and 6; see Refs. 1 and 4). 
Additional assumptions are also needed, depending on the control set 
U(t). In particular, if U(t) is bounded for t in G, G any bounded subinterval 
of tl - t < oo, then, for 
(t, u) ~ Wo = (G x El) c~ W, 
fo and f assume values in a compact set in El.  Hence, if 
A = { ( t , x ) :  t>-tt,  - m < ( q - t ) l (  min f ( s , u ) ) l - x  
(s,u)~ wo~,~l 
-<(t-tO[( max f(s, u))[<oo, 
then, without loss of generality, we can require that (t, x) ~ A (as in Example 
7.1), and it follows that A c  is compact, and growth condition (8) is satisfied. 
Hence, from the existence theorem, if the class I~ of all admissible pairs is 
nonempty and closed [or satisfies property (P)], then at least one optimal 
pair exists for this problem. If U(t) is not bounded for t in finite subintervals 
of tl-< t < ~ ,  then we may assume that A~ is compact for each finite 
subinterval (3, and the growth condition (8) holds, or we may assume that the 
conditions of Corollary 6.1 hold. For example, we may assume that, for any 
finite interval G of El,  there is a continuous function qb(z) such that 
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¢ ( z ) / z - ~  oo as z ~ oo and 
fo(t, u) >- ~([ul), If(t, u)l <- a + blur 
for tl = t < oo, u (t) c U(t), and further there are constants G > 0, H ~ O, such 
that 
fo(t, u) >-_ Glf(t ,  u)[ 
for all tl <-t<oo, u ( t )e  U(t), with ]x I->H. In either case, we may again 
conclude that, if F t¢  ~b and closed, then an optimal solution exists to this 
problem. 
The question of controllability of these systems may be fairly easy to 
answer. For instance, as in Example 7.1, if f(t, u) = 0 for u = 0 (as may occur 
if f is a cost density associated with u), then u (t) -= 0 is admissible if fo(t, 0) is 
L-integrable, in which case f~# 4). By Corollary 6.2, we may further 
guarantee that 1) satisfies property (P), and hence is closed, if we assume that 
relation (4), (6), (7), or (8) holds. However, as in Example 7.1, this 
assumption can be relaxed if f is nonnegative in IV (which again is the case if 
f is a cost density). For, using the same argument as in Example 7.1, it 
follows that property (P) will hold for this system with no further assump- 
tions needed. If the time domain for this problem is [tl, t2] ,  a finite interval, 
then the existence theorems of Cesari (Refs. 1 and 4) can be directly applied 
to such systems as rewritten above. 
Example 7.3. Let us consider Example 7.2, but with h = -oo.  Then, 
the previous discussion carries over to this system, with the exception that 
we replace the boundary condition X(tl) = 0 with 
lim x(t) = O. 
t - ~  - - c O  
Hence, the results of Example 7.2 still hold, with the possible exception of 
property (P). By Corollary 6.2, property (P) holds for the boundary condi- 
tions at t 1, = --o0, t2 = o0, if relation (4), (6), (7), or (8) holds. Again, if f_> 0 on 
W, then we need only require that these relations hold for t -> f, i some finite 
time. Note that, since 
lira xk(y) = 0 
t--> - - 0 0  
does not imply Xk(t)= 0 for t sufficiently negative, nor that, for any e >0 ,  
there is a i = i ( e )  so that ]Xk(t)l<--e for t < i ,  k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  we cannot relax 
these relations at h = -oo  as was done in Example 7.2 for 
lira x (t) --- C. 
t - ~ c O  
In particular, we see that the boundary conditions at the endpoints t~ = --oo 
and t2 = co may have to be treated individually. 
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Example 7.4. Modified State Regulator Problem, Ref. 13, Section 
9.5. We wish to determine u(t), 0_< t < oo, measurable,,so as to minimize 
I[x, u] = ½ [xr(t)Ox(t) + ur(t)Ru(t)] dt, 
where x r, u r denote the transpose of the (column) vectors x, u, and O, R are 
positive-definite, symmetric matrices, with state equation 
dx/ dt = Cx( t) + Du( t ), 
and constraints (t, x )~A,  a closed subset of [ t_>0]xE,,  u(t)e U(t,x), a 
closed subset of Em satisfying property (U) in A, and boundary conditions 
x(0) = Xo, Xo fixed. 
In order to apply the existence theorem and its corollaries, we note that, 
since O and R are positive definite and symmetric, xTOx and uTRu are 
nonnegative and convex, with 
urRu >_klu[ 2 
for some k > 0, that is, 
u~Ru-~(lu[) 
with ~(z)  = kz 2. From this, and the linearity of the state equation, it can be 
shown that Q(t, x) is convex and satisfies property (Q) in A (see Ref. 1, 
Section 12). Moreover, the integrand of the cost functional is -> - ~ = 0, an 
L-integrable function in 0-< t < oo. In addition, if A0 is any compact subset of 
A, then it follows that there are numbers Co, Do >-- 0, so that 
ICx + Dul <- Co + Dolul 
for all (t, x, u) e M  with (t, x )eAo.  By Corollary 6.1 [hypothesis (3')], this 
implies that growth condition (3") holds. 
Since there are no requirements on lim,_,oo x(t), we can conclude that 
the class ~ of all admissible pairs satisfies property (P). Finally, we must 
consider the sets A and U(t, x). We may let U(t, x) = E,,, if, for any finite 
interval G, AG is assumed compact (as is sometimes done when considering 
the state regulator problem). Alternately, we may let 
A =[ t - - -0]×E,  
if we assume that U(t, x) is bounded in A, since then hypothesis (a) of 
Corollary 6.1 is satisfied. Hence, with these assumptions (and Corollary 6.1), 
if f~ ~ ~b (appropriate controllability conditions may be found in Ref. 13, 
Chapter 9), then an optimal solution exists for this problem. A related 
problem is given in the next example. 
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Example 7.5. State Equation Linear in u, Ref. 1, Section 13. We 
wish to determine u(t), tl <- t < co, measurable, so as to minimize 
I[x, u] = [g(t, x)rk(u)+ go(t, x)] dr, 
1 
with state equation 
dxJdt= ~ gq(t, x)uj~g~(t, x), i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
1=1 
or, in vector form, 
with 
A closed, 
dx/dt = H(t, x)u + h(t, x), 
( t , x ) ~ A C [ t > - h ] x E . ,  
u(t)e U(t, x) cE,. .  
U(t, x) closed and satisfying property (U) in A, and 4~(u) a continuous 
nonnegative convex function of u. Assume that ¢(u)>-qb(lul) for every u, 
where ~b(z), 0 < _ z < co, is a continuous function with ~( z ) / z  ~ 0 as z-> co. 
Assume that g(t, x), go(t, x), gij(t, x), g~(t, x) are continuous in A and that, 
for every finite interval G C [t --- 0], 
g - > I x > 0 ,  go>-Ix>-O, Y. lg,jl<-C(t)g, Elg, i[+ZIg, l<-c(t)go, 
q ij i 
(14) 
0 <- C(t) <- C for some constants Ix > 0, C >  0 (possibly depending on G), 
and all (t, x) ~ Ao. Let  the class t~ of all admissible pairs consist of pairs of 
the form x(t), u(t), tl -< t < oo, x(t)AC, u(t) measurable, satisfying the above 
requirements, and boundary conditions x(t l)=xl ,  xl fixed, lim x(tz)~ 
B × E , ,  B closed, with I[x, u] finite. Then, in Ref. 1, Section 13, it is shown 
[using (14)] that conditions (a') and (y') of Corollary 6.1 are satisfied for t in a 
finite interval of t 1 ~ t < 00. 
Hence,  if 1) is nonempty and closed, we can conclude from Corollary 
6.1 that an optimal solution exists. As seen in Example 7.4, we may relax the 
requirements of (14) if we assume that U(t, x) is a bounded set for (t, x) in A. 
If B = E , ,  no additional conditions are needed to show that 1) is closed. If B 
is a proper  subset of E , ,  then we may guarantee that 1~ is closed if we assume 
that C(t)-~O as t~oo .  For, in Ref. 1, Section 13, it is shown that, for each 
(t, x ) e  A, we have 
I f[ <- C(t)efo, 
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e > O  a constant, independent of G. Since C(t )e~O as t-,cx3, ~ satisfies 
property (P) by Corollary 5.1 [similar remarks can be made for tl = - a z ,  
with C(t) ~ 0 as t ~ - oo]. Thus, if f~ is nonempty, Corollary 6.2 guarantees a 
solution exists for this problem. 
Example 7.6. Free Problems. Let us consider the problem of deter- 
mining x'(t), tl <<- t < oo, x'(t) measurable, so as to minimize 
I[x] = fo(t,, x(t), x'(t)) dt, (15) 
1 
fo continuous, with constraints ( t , x ( t ) ) e A C E , ,  4 finite, and (tl, x(4), 
lim,_~oo x(t)) e B', a closed subset in E1+2,. This is the usual free problem of 
the calculus of variations, with infinite terminal time. This system can be 
obtained from those of Section 2 by setting m = n, f = u, and U(t, x) = Era, so 
that the state equation reduces to dx/dt  = u. Again, closed classes ~ of 
functions x(t) can be defined in terms of boundary conditions on x(t), as in 
Section 5. For these free problems, the existence theorem reduces to the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. Let  A be a fixed subset of the tx-space E1 x E, ,  with the 
property that, if G is any finite closed interval, 
A ~  = ( G X E n ) n A  
is compact. Let /o( t ,  x, u) be a continuous function on M = A x E , ,  with 
fo(t,x, u) a convex function of u in E ,  for every fixed (t, x) in A, and with 
fo(t, x, u) - - ~0(t) for all (t, x, u) in M, where ~O(t) -> 0 is L-integrable for all t 
such that (t, x) c A for some x c E, .  Let  EI  have a typical representation 
u Gj, Gj > Gi+I, with each Gj a finite closed interval, so that, for each Gj, and 
• > 0, there is a function ~j~(t) -> 0 which is L-integrable for t ~ Gj, such that 
[u[<- ~iE(t) +efo(t, x, u) 
for (t, x, u) ~ M with t c G r Again, this growth condition holds if, for each j, 
fo(t, x, u)--> ~j(lul) 
for all (t, x, u) e M, with t e Gj, where ~j(z) ,  0 -  z < oo, is a continuous scalar 
function with ~i ( z ) / z -~  oo as z-~ co. For either of the growth conditions, it 
can be shown that 
0( t ,  x )={ (z  °, z) : z°>- f(t, x, z ), z e En} 
is convex and satisfies property (O) in A (see Ref. 14). Then, the cost 
functional (15) has an absolute minimum in any nonempty closed class ~ of 
admissible pairs. If Ao  is not compact for finite closed intervals G, then a 
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solution still exists if 
f0--- Clul 
for all (t, x, u) c M with t e G, lxt-> D, where C >  0 and D -> 0 are suitable 
constants (possibly depending on G), and if every trajectory x( t )  of 12 
possesses at least one point (t*, x(t*)) on a given compact subset P of A. 
The proof of this statement follows directly from the existence theorem 
(with Corollary 6.1) and the remarks of Cesari in Ref. 1, Section 11, and ReL 
4. Moreover,  if there are no requirements on x(t)  at t = co, then the class 12 of 
all admissible pairs for this system is dosed.  If there are conditions on x( t )  at 
t = co, then we can guarantee that 12 is closed if relation (4), (6), (7), or (8) is 
satisfied with f = u (similar remarks hold for t I = --00). Again, in specific 
problems, we may wish to treat different boundary conditions indivudually. 
As mentioned in Section 1, Cinquini (Refs. 5-6), Faedo (Refs. 7-9), and 
others have examined existence theorems for free problems in which f~ is 
assumed closed with respect to convergence in the compact open topology; 
they have not discussed criteria for boundary conditions at infinity. 
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